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Transient transfection of mammalian cells using plasmid DNA
is a standard method to produce adeno-associated virus (AAV)
vectors allowing for flexible and scalable manufacture. Typi-
cally, three plasmids are used to encode the necessary compo-
nents to facilitate vector production; however, a dual-plasmid
system, termed pDG, was introduced over 2 decades ago
demonstrating two components could be combined resulting
in comparable productivity to triple transfection. We have
developed a novel dual-plasmid system, pOXB, with an alterna-
tive arrangement of sequences that results in significantly
increased AAV vector productivity and percentage of full cap-
sids packaged in comparison to the pDG dual design and triple
transfection. Here, we demonstrate the reproducibility of these
findings across seven recombinant AAV genomes and multiple
capsid serotypes as well as the scalability of the pOXB dual-
plasmid transfection at 50-L bioreactor scale. Purified drug
substance showed a consistent product quality profile in line
with triple-transfected vectors, except for a substantial
improvement in intact genomes packaged using the pOXB
dual- transfection system. Furthermore, pOXB dual- and tri-
ple-transfection-based vectors performed consistently in vivo.
The pOXB dual plasmid represents an innovation in AAV
manufacturing resulting in significant process gains while
maintaining the flexibility of a transient transfection platform.

INTRODUCTION
Transient transfection of human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells is
a common manufacturing strategy for adeno-associated virus (AAV)
vectors for both academic and industry applications. Transfection-
based systems offer the advantage of being quicker and more flexible
than baculovirus/herpes simplex virus infection-based systems or
producer cell lines that require significantly more up-front develop-
ment compared with plasmid generation. Historically, recombinant
AAV (rAAV) production relied on infection of cells with a replication
competent helper virus to provide a cellular environment conducive
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to AAV replication and gene expression. However, due to initial
safety concerns regarding adenovirus contamination in purified
AAV products, helper virus infection has largely been replaced with
transfection of a helper plasmid containing the required genes for
AAV production but cannot facilitate helper virus generation.1 Tradi-
tionally, three plasmids are supplied for triple transfection that each
deliver the required genetic components to produce rAAV: (1) an
AAV genome plasmid containing the gene of interest (GOI) expres-
sion cassette with appropriate regulatory elements flanked by inverted
terminal repeats (ITRs), (2) a RepCap plasmid that provides the AAV
replicase and capsid gene expression in trans, and (3) a helper plasmid
providing helper virus functions as described above.2 Currently, Lux-
turna and Zolgensma are the only US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA)-approved AAV gene therapies on the market and are both
manufactured by transient transfection, highlighting the safety and
utility of transfection-based AAV production for current good
manufacturing practices (cGMP) use.3,4

Transient transfection approaches are not limited to triple transfection.
In the late 1990s, Dirk Grimm and colleagues demonstrated the feasi-
bility of a dual-plasmid transfection approach for AAV production.5

The pDG dual system combines the RepCap and adenovirus helper
plasmids into a single plasmid to be transfected along with a separate
GOI-ITR-flanked construct. A dual-plasmid transfection offers the
obvious advantage of fewer plasmids to manufacture and manage,
while also streamlining the transfection unit operation. A recent study
evaluated a pDG-inspired dual design with modifications to the back-
bone to meet cGMP requirements and facilitate generation of multiple
capsid serotype versions of the construct.6 This version of
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Figure 1. Schematics of dual- and triple-plasmid design configurations
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RepCap+helper plasmid, termed pQT, was compared with triple trans-
fection for AAV1, AAV5, AAV8, and AAV9 capsids, which resulted in
comparable productivity for both transfection platforms.6

We sought to evaluate a dual-plasmid system as an alternative to tri-
ple transfection for manufacturing AAVs derived from human he-
matopoietic stem cell (AAVHSC) gene therapy and gene editing vec-
tors. AAVHSCs are a class of AAV clade F capsids isolated from
human CD34+ peripheral blood stem cells that demonstrate trans-
duction profiles in a variety of disease-relevant tissues in non-human
primates, and AAVHSC15 is currently being evaluated in the clinic
(NCT03952156).7,8 In addition to reducing the number of plasmids
required, we also aimed to increase vector genome (VG) productivity
and improve product quality using the same triple-plasmid compo-
nents already a part of our process.

RESULTS
pOXB dual-plasmid design outperforms pDG-like, pLV dual

plasmids and triple-plasmid productivity

To investigate the potential of a dual-plasmid transfection for rAAV
production, we sought to evaluate different dual-plasmid configura-
tions beyond the historical pDG system.5,9 There are three possible
configurations of the components of triple transfection into dual plas-
mids (Figure 1). Identical RepCap, helper, and AAV genome se-
quences were used to generate the plasmids for all experiments
described here. As such, we have denoted the RepCap+helper design,
pDG-like, as it is inspired by the original pDG design but does not
contain the MMTV promoter for Rep expression since our goal
was to maintain identical sequences from triple transfection to a
new dual design.
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The pOXB dual plasmid combines the GOI-ITR+RepCap sequences
together on a single plasmid and provides helper functions separately,
while a second dual-plasmid design, termed pLV, combines GOI-
ITR+helper sequences together and provides the RepCap plasmid
separately (Figure 1). To the best of our knowledge, pOXB and pLV
constitute novel dual-plasmid configurations. The pOXB, pDG-like,
and pLV dual plasmids were all compared with triple transfection
in a shake flask model using suspension HEK293 cells at a 1:1 or
1:1:1 M ratio respectively. Equal molar ratios were selected for initial
screening as the fairest way to assess two- and three-plasmid systems
that contain various sized molecules (Table S1).

In terms of VG productivity, the pOXB dual significantly outper-
formed pLV by 2.2x, triple by 2.5x, and pDG-like by 2.9x (Figure 2A).
Capsid productivity for the pLV and pDG-like dual systems were pro-
portionally higher than the produced VGs, resulting in the lowest
calculated full vectors of the tested designs (Figures 2B and 2C). Triple
transfection resulted in 15% full vectors, while vectors generated by
the pOXB dual system were 20% full (Figures 2B and 2C). Expression
of Rep proteins is relatively similar among all tested conditions; how-
ever total capsid expression is notably stronger for all the dual-
plasmid systems compared with triple transfection, which is also re-
flected by the capsid ELISA titers (Figures 2D–2G). However, there
were no remarkable differences in Rep or Cap expression between
dual-plasmid designs that point to mechanism of increased produc-
tivity in pOXB duals.

While equal molar ratios were a fair starting point for comparing tri-
ple and various dual-plasmid systems, it is unclear if it is the most
optimal ratio for each transfection. A shake flask study comparing
six various molar ratios for triple transfection was completed to deter-
mine the best condition for comparison to dual-plasmid systems. A
ratio of 1:2:1 GOI-ITR:RepCap:helper produced the highest VGs
and was an increase of 27% over the 1:1:1 equal molar ratio
(Figure S1).

Previous studies optimizing pDG dual-plasmid transfection condi-
tions typically utilized equimolar ratios.6 However, a recent study
optimizing pQT, another pDG adjacent dual plasmid, found molar
ratios of 2:1 or 1:1 GOI-ITR:RepCap+helper resulted in the highest
VG yields.8 Using these previous publications as a foundation, we
sought to further optimize the dual-plasmid systems by evaluating
molar ratios of 2:1, 1:1, and 1:3.

While equal molar ratios were not optimal for all systems, changing
the ratios did not make a drastic difference in their performance (Fig-
ure 3). pOXB was superior to pLV and pDG-like duals as well as triple
transfection at the best performing ratios respectively. Again, no
notable trends were observed in the western blot analysis of Rep
and Cap expression utilizing different plasmid ratios (Figure S2).

In an effort to understand if theMMTVpromoter replacing the native
p5 is critical to the success of the original pDG dual-plasmid design,
the pDG-like Rep promoter was altered to align with the MMTV-Rep
ar Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 29 June 2023 427
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Figure 2. Productivity assessment of three possible dual-plasmid configurations and triple transfection

Shake flasks were transfected with pOXB, pLV, or pDG-like dual or triple plasmids using GOI-ITR genome G sequence at a 1:1 or 1:1:1 M ratio. Crude lysate samples were

quantified for (A) VG productivity, (B) capsid productivity, and (C) the percentage of calculated full vectors. Western blot analysis was performed on crude lysates to detect (D)

Rep and (E) Cap expression. Quantification of (F) Rep and (G) Cap expression from the western blot is shown. All conditions were completed in duplicate, and the data are

displayed as mean ± SD. Statistical significance was calculated using a one-way ANOVA, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
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sequence from pDG. This new version pDG-like-MMTV did not
improve the performance of the RepCap+helper configuration, as
VG productivity was the same or less than pDG-like with intact p5-
Rep (Figure S3). Rep78 expression was reduced in crude lysates trans-
fected with pDG-like-MMTV compared with pDG-like with native
p5, which is consistent with previous literature; however, in our pro-
cess, this altered Rep expression did not have a desired effect.5 In or-
der to benchmark these results against the original pDG, we pur-
chased the AAV9 version from Plasmid Factory (pDP9) and
included it in the comparison of the pDG-like versions. The pDP9
VG productivity was consistent with the other pDG-like designs;
however capsid expression was substantially higher (Figure S3).

pOXB dual transfection generates the highest calculated full vectors in
the crude lysate. It is well known that helper genes promote the acti-
428 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 29 June 2
vation of Rep and Cap promoters.10 Therefore, since pDG-like links
the helper and RepCap sequences on a single plasmid, perhaps this
generates excess capsid background and points toward the mecha-
nism of pOXB dual improvements in full vectors. In an effort to un-
derstand this further, capsid titers were quantified following transfec-
tion of the complete pDG-like and pOXB dual systems alongside
transfections of only the RepCap-bearing plasmid to determine back-
ground capsid expression in each system. The pDG-like
RepCap+helper plasmid alone produced 70% as much capsid as the
complete pDG-like dual transfection, while the pOXB ITR-
GOI+RepCap plasmid only generated 0.2% as many capsids as the
complete pOXB dual system (Figure S4). However, like the pOXB
design, the pLV dual system does not link RepCap and helper, so
this alone cannot explain the mechanism for pOXB improvements.
We speculate the pOXB design may produce an ideal stoichiometry
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Figure 3. Productivity assessment of pOXB, pLV, and pDG-like dual

plasmids compared with triple transfection

Shake flasks were transfected with pOXB, pLV, or pDG-like dual plasmids at molar

ratios of 2:1, 1:1, and 1:3 with the first plasmid containing the GOI-ITR sequence.

Triple transfection is shown at a 1:2:1 and 1:1:1 M ratio GOI-ITR:RepCap:helper.

Crude lysate samples were quantified for (A) VG production, (B) capsid production,

and (C) calculated full vectors. All conditions were completed in duplicate, and the

data are displayed as mean ± SD.
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among the GOI-ITR, RepCap, and helper sequences compared with
the other dual systems. This hypothesis is supported by the fact
that ITRs and RepCap exist as cis elements in wild-type AAV, and
others have noted the concept of cis-packaging being more efficient
and producing fewer empty capsids than when RepCap is supplied
in trans.11,12 However, the exact mechanism of the pOXB dual
improved VG productivity and packaging is still left to be fully
understood.
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The differences in dual design productivity demonstrate that the
components required for AAV production can be delivered in an
optimal manner through a mechanism other than simply reducing
the number of plasmids involved in transfection. The plasmids in
each transfection system vary in size (Table S1). To understand if
plasmid size could be playing a role in productivity through transfec-
tion efficiency, we evaluated the number of GFP+ cells following
transfection with a GFP GOI -ITR plasmid in each system. The
GFP+ cells ranged from 53% to 65%, and there is no obvious trend
based on plasmid size (Figure S5). The pOXB plasmid is almost dou-
ble the size of the triple-GOI-ITR plasmid, but they both result in
approximately 60%GFP+ cells; therefore transfection efficiency alone
does not seem to explain the differences in VG productivity between
plasmid designs. Overall, the pOXB dual-plasmid system outper-
formed the pDG-like, pDG-like-MMTV, and pLV dual plasmids as
well as triple transfection in terms of VG productivity and calculated
percentage of full vectors in crude lysate. Therefore, we moved for-
ward with further characterization of this novel pOXB dual-plasmid
system.

pOXB dual-plasmid system results in improved productivity and

vector quality across multiple vector constructs

Following the promising preliminary observations with the pOXB
dual-plasmid system, we evaluated a total of seven different rAAV ge-
nomes ranging from �2,200 to 4,600 nucleotides in length and con-
taining multiple different promoters and transgenes in 2-L bioreac-
tors (Table S2). Compared with triple transfection, there was an
increase in VG productivity between 34% and 222% and an increase
of calculated percent full vectors between 24% and 214% across all
seven genome constructs (Figures 4A–4C). Genomes A–E and G
were packaged with AAVHSC15, and genome F was packaged with
AAVHSC17, demonstrating the pOXB dual-plasmid system is
compatible with multiple AAVHSC capsids. Furthermore, the
AAV2 capsid sequence was incorporated into the pOXB dual system
to establish the feasibility of this plasmid design across more diverse,
non-clade F serotypes. The AAV2 pOXB dual transfection outper-
formed triple transfection productivity by over 3-fold and demon-
strated similar improvements in full vectors as seen for the
AAVHSC capsids (Figure 5). AAV2 is the prototypical AAV capsid,
and these data highlight the novel pOXB dual-plasmid approach to
improve productivity and full capsid production for serotypes beyond
the AAVHSC panel. Overall, these data demonstrate the pOXB dual
design is functional across multiple rAAVs, including single-stranded
and self-complimentary genomes, four distinct transgenes and pro-
moters, as well as two diverse capsid clades.

In addition to higher productivity compared with triple transfection,
the pOXB dual system also generates improved packaging profiles by
increasing the proportion of full-length intact rAAV genomes in pu-
rified AAV lots. A number of accepted analytical methods can be used
to determine the packaging profile of rAAV capsids, including the
charge detectionmass spectrometry and transmission electronmicro-
scopy, using the ratio of VG titer compared with the capsid titer and
analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC).13 Following the upstream
ar Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 29 June 2023 429
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Figure 4. Productivity assessment of seven AAV genomes comparing pOXB dual to triple transfection

Transfections were performed with pOXB dual or triple plasmids for each GOI-ITR genome sequence in 2-L bioreactors. Crude lysate samples were quantified for (A) VG

production, (B) capsid production, and (C) calculated full vectors. All vectors were packaged with AAVHSC15 except for genome F, which was packaged with AAVHSC17. All

conditions were completed at a minimum of n = 2, and the data are displayed as mean ± SD.
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process in bioreactors, vectors in crude lysate were subjected to affin-
ity chromatography and anion exchange chromatography prior to
formulation. Samples of purified vector were analyzed by AUC to
determine the proportion of capsids containing full-length intact ge-
nomes, partial genomes, or empty capsids. Vectors produced with
pOXB dual transfection demonstrated improvements in intact ge-
nomes packaged compared with triple transfection. Intact genomes
increased by 14%, 7%, 15%, and 29% for genomes B, C, D, and F,
respectively (Figure 6A). Furthermore, the pOXB dual-plasmid sys-
tem resulted in reductions of up to 17% of partial packaged genomes
(Figure 6B) and a decrease of up to 13% in the number of empty cap-
sids present in the purified vector compared with triple transfection
across four distinct rAAV genome designs (Figure 6C). Reductions
in these partial genomes and empty capsids in combination with
the increase in full intact genomes packaged represent significant im-
provements in the vector product quality profile, which is key to
providing safe and effective therapies for patients.

Increased productivity with pOXB dual system scales to 50-L

bioreactors, and extended product quality panel remains

consistent with triple transfection

Next, the pOXB dual-plasmid transfection was scaled up to a 50-L
bioreactor to ensure this process yielded similar results at a larger
scale more representative of cGMP manufacturing. Our transfec-
tion-based rAAV manufacturing platform has demonstrated linear
scalability from 50-L to 500-L and to 2000-L bioreactors; therefore,
the 50-L scale is utilized to confirm process changes as a representa-
tive large-scale model (Figure S6). Consistent with the trends at 2-L
bioreactor scale, the results from the 50-L bioreactors demonstrated
an almost 2-fold increase with genome D in VG productivity, compa-
rable capsid production, and a doubling in the calculated full vectors
in the crude lysate (Figures 7A–7C). These data support the pOXB
dual-plasmid system as a scalable process, which yields consistent re-
sults across all tested production scales.

When introducing process changes, it is crucial that the vector quality
profile remains consistent or improved compared with historical data.
We evaluated purified vectors produced using pOXB dual or triple
transfection with an extended panel of analytics to characterize prod-
430 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 29 June 2
uct quality. The overall downstream VG recoveries between pOXB
dual plasmids and triple transfection were highly similar, specifically
within a 4% difference. Purity, aggregation, and residual host cell pro-
tein all remained consistent regardless of transfection method, which
is expected as these parameters should not be impacted by plasmid-
based upstream changes (Figures 7D–7F). Furthermore, there were
no significant differences in residual host cell DNA, RepCap, E1A,
or helper sequences packaged in the pOXB dual vectors
(Figures 7G–7J). It is worth highlighting that despite the RepCap
and GOI-ITR sequences being located on the same pOXB plasmid,
there was no increase in RepCap packaging compared with triple
transfection, indicating the risk of recombination to generate replica-
tion competent AAV (rcAAV) is minimal despite their proximity in
this plasmid design. Furthermore, an in vitro assay to detect rcAAV
performed by an external contract research organization demon-
strated rcAAV was below the limit of detection (<20 IU) for both
pOXB dual- and triple-based vectors (data not shown). Overall, the
pOXB dual system demonstrates an improved product quality profile
in terms of packaged intact genomes (Figure 6) and remains consis-
tent with triple transfection across an extended panel of vector ana-
lytics (Figure 7).

Triple- and pOXB dual-transfection vectors demonstrate

comparable bioactivity in vivo

The pOXB dual-plasmid system offers increased vector yields and
consistent or improved vector quality attributes compared with triple
transfection; however, a direct in vivo comparison of vector efficacy
was the final evaluation required to ensure product comparability.
An rAAV genome containing a codon optimized phenylalanine hy-
droxylase (PAH) cDNA under the control of a liver-specific promoter
was manufactured using either triple or pOXB dual transfection and
injected systemically into Pahenu2 mice, a model displaying several
features of classical phenylketonuria (PKU).14 Two doses were evalu-
ated as well as a vehicle-only control group. Weekly serum samples
were analyzed for phenylalanine (Phe) to examine the vector bioac-
tivity as exhibited by a decrease in serum Phe concentrations. Vectors
produced by triple or pOXB dual transfection were indistinguishable
across both doses and throughout the 6-week observation period,
demonstrating vector comparability regardless of transfection system
023



Figure 5. Productivity assessment of AAV2 with pOXB dual and triple transfection

Shake flasks were transfected with pOXB dual or triple plasmids at a molar ratio of 1:1 or 1:1:1 using the GOI-ITR genome A sequence and AAV2 capsid sequence. Crude

lysate samples were quantified for (A) VG production, (B) capsid production, and (C) calculated full vectors. All conditions were completed in duplicate, and the data are

displayed as the mean ± SD. Statistical significance was determined using a Student’s t test, **p < 0.01.
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used for manufacture (Figures 8A and 8B). This outcome indicates
that while there are productivity and product quality benefits to using
the pOXB dual-plasmid system for production, the resulting vector is
equivalent in potency, which is desired when changing platforms dur-
ing development. Furthermore, liver VGs and PAH mRNA expres-
sion were quantified at endpoint, which showed a dose-dependent in-
crease in VG transduction and transgene expression but no
significant differences between the triple and pOXB dual groups at
each dose (Figures 8C and 8D).

DISCUSSION
We are continuously in search of process improvements that result in
more productive yields and improved vector quality, which will bring
safer products to patients in an efficient and cost-effective manner.
The pOXB dual-plasmid development described here demonstrates
a rather simple alteration to plasmid design without introducing
new sequences or heavily engineering the traditional components of
triple transfection. The benefit of this type of plasmid-based improve-
ment is that there is little impact to the rest of our platform
manufacturing process or need for additional development to analyt-
ical release or characterization assays. While we are not the first to
envision a dual-plasmid transfection for AAV production, to the
best of our knowledge, this is the first report to investigate sequence
configurations, other than the classic pDG RepCap+helper design,
which also demonstrates improved performance with a dual-plasmid
system.

A transfection-based AAV manufacturing platform offers multiple
benefits over producer cell lines and virus infection-based ap-
proaches.15 The primary benefits are speed and flexibility. Plasmid-
based changes can be introduced immediately into a transfection plat-
form, while changes to virus stocks or producer cell lines are more
laborious and time consuming to alter. As a result, non-transfec-
tion-based manufacturing platforms often require an earlier process
lock, impeding new process developments from being incorporated
as they become available. Additionally, it has become a common
Molecul
strategy to use transfection-based AAV production for preclinical
and phase I clinical trials as it is quicker and more flexible than other
platforms with the intention to switch to a more “scalable” process for
phase II/III or commercial supply. This approach deprives one of the
depth of knowledge that is amassed from previous learnings from us-
ing the same process across all phases of product development.
Furthermore, changing manufacturing platforms often involves
new or different manufacturing capacities, technical process transfers,
and the need for significant comparability work, all of which poten-
tially come with a set of challenges not experienced when utilizing
the same process from research grade through commercial supply
of cGMP vector manufacture. Transient transfection-based AAV
manufacturing is sometimes questioned as a viable approach for com-
mercial supply; however our platform has resulted in consistent VG
productivity across scale up at 50-L, 500-L, and 2000-L scale (Fig-
ure S6). The consistency demonstrated in up to 2000-L bioreactors
provides evidence that transfection is in fact a viable approach for
commercial supply and will allow for expansion into indications
with larger patient populations. Therefore, spending resources on
plasmid-based developments for improving productivity and product
quality is a practical investment as outcomes like the pOXB dual-
plasmid system can be incorporated into all stages of vector develop-
ment in themanufacturing process resulting in continuity throughout
the product life cycle.

Plasmids represent one of themost expensive rawmaterials of a trans-
fection-based AAV manufacturing platform; therefore there is a clear
advantage to a two-plasmid system in reduced cost of goods to pro-
duce two plasmids rather than three. While all dual-plasmid designs
offer this benefit, only the pOXB dual-plasmid design provides the
additional advantage of improved productivity and vector quality.
The pOXB dual transfection resulted in as much as a 222% increase
in productivity across seven unique genomes when compared with
triple transfection under identical process conditions. In combination
with other process improvements, the pOXB dual system has enabled
bioreactor crude lysate titers >1 x 1015 VG/L.16 The pOXB
ar Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 29 June 2023 431
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Figure 6. Increase in packaged intact vector genomes and reduction in partial packaged vectors and empty capsids observed for pOXB dual comparedwith

triple transfection

AUC was used to analyze purified vectors produced with pOXB dual- and triple-plasmid transfection to determine the proportion of capsids containing full-length intact

genomes, partial packaged genomes, or empty capsids. All data were generated at the 2-L bioreactor scale except for genome D, which was produced in 50-L bioreactors.

Data are displayed as the mean ± SD of (A) intact packaged genomes, (B) partial packaged genomes, and (C) empty capsids for pOXB dual and triple produced vectors for

each genome. pOXB dual produced vectors were analyzed in the following replicates: genome B (n = 3), genome C (n = 3), genome D (n = 2), and genome F (n = 1). Triple

produced vectors are all singlicate runs except genome D (n = 3).
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dual-plasmid transfection also generated a higher proportion of full
vectors directly out of the bioreactor than any other dual or triple
transfection. This bioreactor increase is also translated downstream,
resulting in fewer empty capsids present in the final vector formula-
tion. Furthermore, the quality of the packaged genomes improved us-
ing pOXB dual plasmids, through increased full-length intact ge-
nomes packaged and reduced partial genomes packaged, which are
the result of incomplete packaging or VG replication and may not
be functional.17,18 The importance of this product quality improve-
ment is underscored by previous clinical holds placed on AAV trials,
in which high capsid loads are thought to have triggered adverse
events due to elevated empty capsid content.19 Having a higher pro-
portion of intact packaged VGs to empty capsids results in less burden
to remove empty capsids downstream, providing a safer product for
patients. The importance of a high-quality packaging profile is under-
scored by the FDA discussions on the topic at the Gene Therapies
Advisory Committee Meeting in 2021.20 As AAV gene therapy is a
rapidly evolving field, guidance for CMC requirements is becoming
more informed, and it is critical that process development with the
goal of improving packaging profiles and reducing impurities and
process residuals is prioritized as product quality becomes the corner-
stone of successful AAV vector manufacturing.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmids

All plasmids were generated using In-fusion cloning (TakaraBio, San
Jose, CA) and scaled up at Aldevron (Fargo, ND). pOXB plasmids
were cloned by inserting the RepCap cassette into the backbone of
the GOI-ITR plasmid, pDG-like plasmids were cloned by inserting
the RepCap cassette into the backbone of the helper plasmid, and
pLV plasmids were cloned by inserting the helper genes into the back-
bone of the GOI-ITR plasmid. ITR-bearing plasmids were subjected
to Sanger sequencing and restriction enzyme analysis using SmaI
and AhdI to confirm the ITRs were intact. The GOI-ITR, RepCap,
helper, and backbone sequences in all plasmids are identical, regard-
432 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 29 June 2
less of configuration as a triple transfection system or any of the dual
combinations with the exception of pDP9, which was purchased
directly from Plasmid Factory (Bielefeld, Germany). All plasmids uti-
lized the HSC15 capsid sequence unless otherwise noted in the figure
legend.7
Productivity assessment

Expi293F cells (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA) were expanded for at
least one passage and inoculated into a shake flask or single-use biore-
actor containing Expi293 cell culture medium (Thermo Fisher, Wal-
tham, MA) prior to transfection with dual- or triple-plasmid DNA.
Transfection was completed using 1 mg/mL polyethylenimine (PEI)
MAX (Polyscience, Warrington, PA) at a 2:1 ratio PEI:DNA, and
1 mg of DNA per 1 x 106 cells was used for all transfections unless
otherwise specified in the figure legend. 72 h post transfection, cells
were lysed, and crude lysate samples were collected for productivity
assessment following centrifugation or depth filtration to remove
cellular debris.

VG productivity in number of vector genomes per cell (VG/cell) was
determined by standard droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) method using
primer and probe sets specific to the transgene payload of the vector.
Briefly, vector samples were treated with RQ1 RNAse-free DNAseI
(Progema, Madison, WA) and proteinase K (Thermo Fisher, Wal-
tham, MA) and diluted to the linear range of the assay. The reaction
mixtures were assembled with the recommended ddPCR Supermix,
TaqMan primers, and probes directed against a region of the trans-
gene and template. Droplet generation is followed by amplification
using a conventional thermal cycler. A Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA)
QX200 droplet reader was used to scan the plate, and these data
were analyzed with QuantaSoft software.

Capsid productivity was determined using a commercially available
sandwich ELISA with an antibody specific for a conformational
epitope on assembled AAV9 or AAV2 capsids (Progen, Wayne,
023



Figure 7. Productivity and product quality

assessment of pOXB dual and triple plasmid

produced drug substance

Genome D was produced at 50-L bioreactor scale using

pOXB dual- (n = 2) and triple-plasmid (n = 3) transfection.

Crude lysate samples were analyzed for (A) VG

productivity, (B) capsid productivity, and (C) calculated full

vectors, while purified vectors from these lots were

analyzed for (D) purity, (E) aggregation, (F) residual host

cell protein, (G) residual packaged host cell DNA,

(H) residual packaged RepCap plasmid DNA, (I) residual

packaged E1A DNA, and (J) residual packaged helper

plasmid DNA. Data are displayed as mean ± SD. The

dashed lines indicate the limit of detection for the assays

where samples were determined to be below the limit of

quantification (BLoQ). Statistical significance was

determined using a Student’s t test, *p < 0.05,

***p < 0.001; ns, not significant.
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Figure 8. Comparison of in vivo bioactivity of pOXB dual and triple transfection vectors

BTBR Pahenu2 mice were systemically injected with (A) a low dose of 1 x 1012 VG/kg or (B) a high dose of 1 x 1014 VG/kg of vector produced by pOXB dual- or triple-plasmid

transfection. A vehicle-only injection group was included as a negative control. Mice were monitored over 6 weeks including weekly serum Phe analysis. At endpoint, liver

samples were collected to analyze (C) VGs and (D) mRNA expression. Statistical significance was determined using a Student’s t test; ns, not significant.

Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development
PA). These data were normalized to the number of viable cells at the
time of transfection. The percentage of full capsids was calculated by
dividing the ddPCR VG titer by the capsid ELISA titer.

Vector quality assessment

Vectors were purified by affinity chromatography and further en-
riched for full capsids using anion exchange chromatography prior
to vector quality assessments.

AUC was used to quantify empty capsids as well as capsids that
contain full-length intact and partial rAAV genomes. Sedimentation
velocity centrifugation was performed using the Optima AUC (Beck-
man Coulter, Brea, CA). Analysis of AAV samples by the SEDFIT c(S)
model yields a distribution of sedimentation coefficients with each
peak in the distribution representing an intact AAV genome or prod-
uct residuals in the form of partial packaged genomes and empty cap-
sids. Integration of the individual peaks yield the sedimentation coef-
ficient (S) and the relative concentration of each species in the
distribution.21 The linear relationship between S and the length (in
nucleotides) of the packaged transgene can be used to predict the S
value of a fully packaged AAV.
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Capillary electrophoresis in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate
(CE-SDS) was used tomeasure vector purity. Samples were denatured
at 60�C and separated by increasing size and detected by absorbance
at 220 nm using Beckman Coulter PA800 Plus (Brea, CA).

Size-exclusion chromatography by ultra-performance liquid chroma-
tography (SEC-UPLC) was used to determine the amount of AAV ag-
gregation present in the vector sample as determined by the sum of
the area of all aggregate peaks and reported as a percentage relative
to the total area, including vector monomers. Analysis was performed
on an Agilent 1290 UHPLC system.

A commercially available ELISA kit was used to detect and quantitate
residual levels of HEK293 host cell proteins in purified vector samples
according to manufacturing instructions (Cygnus Technologies).

The concentration of residual host cell DNA in packaged vector was
determined by quantitative PCR (qPCR)-based assay. Viral DNA was
extracted using the QIAamp RNA Viral Mini Kit, and qPCR was per-
formed using a primer/probe set directed to a repetitive element present
inhumanDNA.Theoutput of the assaywas normalized by theVGtiter.
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ddPCR was used to quantify residual RepCap, E1a, and helper se-
quences in purified vectors. Purified samples were treated with pro-
teinase K and diluted within the linear range of the ddPCR assay. Re-
actions were assembled and analyzed as described above using
primer/probes sets specific to each target sequence. The output of
the assay was normalized by the VG titer.
Flow cytometry

1 mL of culture was collected at approximately 72 h after transfection
and processed using a BD Accuri C6 Plus flow cytometer equipped
with an autosampler (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA). At least
50,000 events were collected per sample with the fluidics rate set to
slow (14 mL/min) and one agitation/SIP clean cycle between samples.
The acquired data were next analyzed in FlowJo software (v10.8;
FlowJo, Ashland, OR) using standard gating strategy to select for sin-
gle cells (based on SSC-A vs. FSC-A and FSC-H vs. FSC-A scatter-
plots) and to calculate the percentage of GFP-expressing cells (based
on FITC-A histogram).
Western immunoblotting analysis

Lysate from cell pellets containing 3E6 cells was mixed with loading
dye (VWR Radnor, PA) and denatured before being equally loaded
onto a precast gel (Bio-Rad Hercules, CA) with a protein ladder
(LI-COR BioSciences, Lincoln, NE). The gel was transferred onto a
nitrocellulose membrane using the iBLOT transfer system (Thermo
Fisher, Waltham, MA). A total protein stain (LI-COR BioSciences)
was applied, and the membrane was imaged on the Odyssey CLx Im-
aging System (LI-COR BioSciences) for quantification purposes. The
membrane was incubated in Odyssey PBS blocking buffer (LI-COR
BioSciences) prior to incubation with primary antibody overnight
at 4�C. B1 primary antibody (American Research Product, Waltham
MA) was used to detect VP1, VP2, and VP3 expression at a 1:1,000
dilution, and anti-Rep (American Research Product, Waltham MA)
was used at a 1:250 dilution in blocking buffer. After washing, the
membrane was incubated in the secondary antibody, IRDye 680RD
Goat anti-Mouse IgG Secondary Antibody (LI-COR biosciences),
before being imaged on the Odyssey CLx. For quantification, the
signal from each band was measured and normalized against the total
protein stain signal for each lane.
Animals

All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee at Homology Medicines. A colony of BTBR Pahenu2

was maintained in the animal facility at Homology Medicines under
standard laboratory conditions, and animals were supplied with food
and water ad libitum. 6- to 8-week-old male BTBR Pahenu2 mice were
administered vector by retro-orbital injection following randomiza-
tion based on baseline serum Phe concentrations. Serum was drawn
weekly by submandibular bleed to monitor serum Phe concentrations
as previously described.22 At endpoint, animals were euthanized and
perfused with 1x PBS. Liver samples were harvested and snap frozen
or stored in RNAlater for DNA and RNA extraction respectively.
Molecul
Liver VG and mRNA quantification

Frozen liver tissue was homogenized using Precellys 24 tissue homog-
enizer, and genomic DNA was extracted using the QIAsymphony
DSP DNA mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Total liver RNA
was extracted frommouse livers using QIAgen RNeasyMini Kit (Qia-
gen, Hilden, Germany) and reverse-transcribed into cDNA using the
High-capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems,
Waltham, MA). Liver VGs and mRNA were quantified by TaqMan
qPCR against the GOI using a linearized plasmid standard containing
the same GOI sequence as the vector.

Statistics

Statistical analysis was completed with GraphPad Prism software us-
ing one-way ANOVA or Student’s t tests where applicable. All error
bars represent the mean ± standard deviation.
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Figure S1: Productivity Assessment of Triple Transfection. Shake flasks were transfected with 

triple plasmids at molar ratios of 1:2:2, 1:0.5:1, 1:2:1, 1:1:0.5, 1:1:2 and 1:1:1 GOI-ITR: 

RepCap: Helper. Crude lysate samples were quantified for (A) VG production (B) capsid 

production and (C) calculated full vectors. All conditions were completed in duplicate, and the 

data is displayed as mean ± SD. 
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Figure S2: Expression of Rep and Cap from pOXB, pLV and pDG-like Plasmid Designs. 

Shake flasks were transfected with GOI-ITR genome G using the pOXB, pLV or pDG-like dual 

plasmid systems. Western blot analysis was performed on crude lysates to detect (A, C) Rep and 

(B, D) Cap expression. Quantification of (E, G) Rep and (F, H) Cap expression from the western 

blot is shown. All conditions were completed in duplicate, and the data is displayed as mean ± 

SD. 
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Figure S3: Productivity Assessment of pDG-like, pDG-like-MMTV and pDP9. Shake flasks 

were transfected with GOI-ITR genome G and pDG-like, pDG-like-MMTV or pDP9 

RepCap+Helper plasmids. Molar plasmid ratios are displayed as GOI-ITR: RepCap+Helper. 

pDP9 contains the AAV9 capsid sequence. Crude lysate samples were quantified for (A) VG 

productivity (B) capsid productivity and (C) the percentage of calculated full vectors. Western 

blot analysis was performed on crude lysates to detect (D) Rep and (F) Cap expression. 

Quantification of (E) Rep and (G) Cap expression from the western blot is shown. All conditions 

were completed in duplicate, and the data is displayed as mean ± SD. 
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Figure S4: Background Capsid Expression Following Transfection of Only the RepCap 

Containing Plasmid for pDG-like and pOXB Dual Systems. pOXB and pDG-like dual 

plasmids were transfected using genome D in shake flasks at a 1:1 molar ratio. Transfections 

containing only the RepCap-bearing plasmid were completed using the same quantity of plasmid 

used in the dual system transfections: 44.1 µg/1E6 cells for pOXB and 55.9 µg/1E6 cells for 

pDG-like. All conditions were completed in duplicate, and the data are displayed on the graph as 

mean ± SD. 
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Figure S5: Proportion of Cells Expressing GFP Post-transfection with Each Plasmid 

System. Shake flasks were transfected with pOXB, pDG-like, pLV dual or triple plasmids using 

GOI-ITR genome G sequence at a 1:1 or 1:1:1 molar ratio with the first plasmid containing the 

GOI-ITR sequence. Crude lysate samples were quantified for percentage of cells that were GFP 

positive 72 hours post transfection. All conditions were completed in duplicate, and the data is 

displayed as mean ± SD. 
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Figure S6: Consistent Vector Genome Productivity Across 50L to 2000L Bioreactor Scale. 

Genome D was produced by triple and pOXB dual transfection using a platform upstream 

process at multiple scales. Average crude lysate VG productivity is displayed as mean ± SD, 50L 

(n=12), 500L (n=4) and 2000L (n=1) for triple and 50L (n=4) and 2000L (n=1) for pOXB dual. 
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Table S1: Plasmid Sizes 

ITR-GOI Containing Plasmids 

 Triple pOXB pLV 

Genome A  6,619 bp 10,893 bp 15,924 bp 

Genome B 7,113 bp 11,505 bp n/a 

Genome C 5,182 bp 9,574 bp n/a 

Genome D 5,041 bp 9,433 bp n/a 

Genome E 6,847 bp 11,140 bp n/a 

Genome F 6,329 bp 11,209 bp n/a 

Genome G 4,822 bp 9,214 bp 14,165 bp 

Non-ITR-GOI Containing Plasmids 

RepCap 7,043 bp   

Helper 11,990 bp   

pDG-like 16,345 bp   

pDG-MMTV 16,963 bp   

 

n/a- not applicable, bp- base pairs 

 

Table S2: Description of rAAV Genomes Evaluated  

Genome Promoter Transgene Size (nt) Genome 

Design (SS or 

SC) 

Genome A n/a I 3,939 SS 

Genome B A I 4,452 SS 

Genome C B II 2,521 SS 

Genome D A I 4,606 SC 

Genome E A I 4,186 SS 

Genome F C III 4,483 SS 

Genome G D IV 2,162 SS 

 

nt- nucleotides, SS- single stranded genome, SC- self-complementary genome 
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